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mr. kidd is a gentleman thief who is one of the
better antagonists to james bond in the series. in
moonraker, there was a brother-sister duo of
villains (julie and blofeld). in never say never
again, the master criminal was a german
pharmacist with a phobia of needles. in for your
eyes only and octopussy, the villain was an
insane scientist. all of these villains were brilliant
and committed, but in the man with the golden
gun, the villain is also quite a bit of a psychotic.
kidd goes by the alias of solo. he is a member of
the spectre - one of the most feared secret
organizations in the world. he is an ex-spy for the
british secret service who was dishonorably
discharged for shooting a man at a water sports
competition and, according to solo, for being too
loyal to his friends. the casino scenes in the
game are amazing. if you like games like slay the
spire, your mission will be easy. the forts
protection system stops you from getting bored
and keeps you on your toes so youll have to
make some really fast decisions. there are three
different modes: a normal game, the story mode,
and a challenge mode. you can select two of the
three scenarios. in the first, you have to collect
the agents (the ones that you capture). the rule
of the game is that if you manage to get 3
agents, you get to play as the leader of the brits.
the other two modes involve conquering
fortresses. you can capture the whole fortress by
capturing its landmarks (the labs, the radar, the
radio, etc.). in the story mode, you have to
recover as much land as you can because youve
got to accomplish a task. you can unlock new
soldiers, special weapons, and you can even get
out of a tough spot.
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from roger moore. moneypenny is a hard act to
follow and it is to his credit that moore is able to

convincingly channel m character and bond
charm. he combines the two to great effect in his

relationship with mrs. fleming. perhaps best
exemplified when the character introduces 007

to her daughter after he extracts an invitation to
venice for dinner. the 29 year old bond, who is

surrounded by family for his 30th birthday,
greets the new mrs. im sorry, what was your

name again? he replies. her name is mummy, the
girl replies. thank you for your birthday gift, he

says, handing her a gift box. its a newspaper, she
says. it is? he replies. yes, its a newspaper, she
says again. ill be back tomorrow. ill be in venice
and ill be thinking of you as i read it. her heart

imitates a schoolgirl because its just like that - its
just the way it is. there are strong echoes of the

scene in diamonds are forever as 007 brings
home the gift of a newspaper from tiffany. but
the meeting with the daughter helps make the

audience connect with moore more immediately.
with scaramanga, and to a lesser extent ernst

stavro blofeld, its clear that the bond films are a
vehicle for the performer. with the cartoon-like
villain scaramanga, moore proves he can still

turn lemons into lemonade in the climax. at no
point does he appear one-note. the stunt-packed
sequence, where bond sets up the plan to kill a

deluge of mooks, plays out as a chess game. as it
goes, moore comes across as wonderfully

chuffed in his interactions with scaramanga when
he refers to him as the 001 with a heart. its a

throwaway line, but it works brilliantly.
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